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What is Tehnology? Six De�nitions andTwo PathologiesPaul Nightingale (SPRU)Otober 9, 2014
AimsThis paper aims to integrate reent philosophy, history, soiology and eonomis oftehnology (Vinenti, 1990; Searle, 1995, 2001; Dupre, 1993; Houkes, 2009; 2006; deVries, 2003; Nye, 2006; Rosenberg, 1976, 1990; Pavitt, 1987, 1999; Meijers, 2009)to explore six de�nitions of tehnology and two pathologies. It aims to larify therelationship between di�erent ways of understanding tehnology, and provide a pre-liminary overview of their relative strengths and weaknesses.IntrodutionDespite providing the taken-for-granted infrastruture that supports our daily lives(Hughes, 2004), the amount of aademi work on what tehnology `is', and what givesit its power and in�uene, is relatively limited (Mithem and Shatzberg, 2009). How-ever, aross a range of disiplines there is an inreasing reognition that tehnologyan't be understood as applied siene and the amount of researh on tehnology isinreasing in both sale and sophistiation. Unfortunately, beause it omes from dif-ferent aademi disiplines the researh remains rather fragmented, re�eting di�erentpositions, perspetives, interests and settings: tehnology is sometimes understood interms of artefats, sometimes in terms of knowledge, and sometimes as solidi�ed soialrelations, et. This has resulted in a lak of ommniation and generated a degreeof onfusion. To explore how these di�erent perspetives relate to one another, (andhene their relative strengths and weaknesses), the paper explains their underlyingassumptions. To do this it starts with four empirial features of tehnology. First,the term tehnology is new, and muh newer than many people think. Seond, itsmeaning has hanged through time. Third, tehnology is not applied siene as theyhave di�erent aims and outomes. Fourth, tehnologial knowledge has an inherentlytait element.The paper then explores theoretial features of tehnology, using a Continentalapproah of exploring ontraditions in the ontent of onepts drawing on empirialand historial examples. These problems are then resolved within an inreasinglyabstrat hierarhial struture,1 to generate a typology of perspetives on tehnology.The results are triangulated using a traditional Anglo-Saxon Analyti approah (type-ontent; proess-outome). For ease of understanding di�erent perspetives are namedafter di�erent professions (i.e. an engineer's perspetive, a soiologist's perspetiveet.,). This naming is for illustration purposes and should not be taken to implyany strong laims about overlap or imply exlusivity or identity. The disussion and1That goes from the individual, to the partiular and then universal.1



onlusion explore how these di�erent ways of thinking about tehnology interat andan generate pathologies in how tehnology an be understood.Empirial features1 The Reent Appearane of TehnologyWe start with the �rst point: tehnology is a reent word that appeared in the lexionmuh later than most people realise (Mithem and Shatzberg, 2009; Hughes, 2005;Nye, 2006). We an roughly date the emergene of the term �tehnology� to the17th entury. It appeared in the seond edition of Thomas Blount's Glossographia,a 1661 ditionary of �Hard Words�, but was not in the �rst edition (Nye, 2006), sowe an assume it started to be more ommonly used around that time. However,it wasn't in ommon usage. Nearly a entury later it wasn't in Samuel Johnson'sditionary of 1755, nor in subsequent editions until the mid 19th entury. In fat theterm tehnology was rarely used in the 19th entury . Cornell's `Making of Ameria'arhive ontains 100,000 19th entury douments. Tehnology was found in it only 34times before 1840. Of those 34, 31 were in a single book The Elements of Tehnologyby Bigelow (1829), who dropped the term from the 1840 edition, whih he retitledThe Usefulness of Arts (Mitham and Shatzberg, 2012: 35). Between 1860 and 1870`tehnology' only appeared 149 times in the arhive while the term invention appeared24,957 times (Nye, 2006: 12).2It was still a speialist term in the early 20th entury. It got its �rst mention inthe Enylopaedia Britannia in the 11th edition (1910-11), where it was noted as anaeptable alternative to `tehnial' in an artile on Tehnial Eduation (Nye, 2009).It only beame a ommon term in the latter half of the 20th entury and did not havea major entry in the Enylopaedia Britannia until the 15th edition whih ame outin 1974, some four years after man had walked on the moon (ibid).2 The hanging meaning of tehnologyThe seond empirila feature about tehnology is that during this period its meaninghanged: Tehnology used to mean a lassi�ation system for the arts or systematistudy of an art i.e. an -ology of tehne (Nye, 2006). Blount's Glossographia de�nedit as `a treating or desription of Crafts, Arts or Workmanship'. It mainly referedto a treatise on the pratial arts, or a tehnial desription, suh as a book on the�tehnology of glassmaking� (Nye 2006:15).3 Its use gradually beame more abstratand it started to be applied to the skills, mahines and systems studied at a tehnialuniversity (ibid). When the Massahusetts Institute of Tehnology was founded in1861 its name was onsidered odd, re�eting this new use of the term (Mitham andShatzberg, 2012: 37).One reason it was rarely used in the 19th entury was beause people used the Ger-man term Tehnis was used to refer to `the totality of tools, mahines, systems and2Even Karl Marx, who is often thought of as a tehnologial determinist, only used the termsparingly. It does not appear in the Communist Manifesto and he waited until 1860 to introduethe term in Capital initially in a footnote, where he intriguingly notes:Tehnology disloses man's mode of dealing with Nature, the proess of prodution by whih hesustains his life, and thereby also lays bare the mode of formation of his soial relations, and themental oneptions that �ow from them (1906:406n2).Arnold Toynbee's 1880-1 letures that oined the phrase �the industrial revolution� similarlyavoided using the term.3This meaning an be seen in how the word ombines the Greek root tehne (an art or skill) andthe su�x ology, from logos, whih is usually translated as a branh of learning, knowledge or siene.Tehne shares a ommon root with texere to weave and tegere to over, that in turn draw on theSanskrit tekhn whih has assoiation with arpentry (Mitham and Shatzberg, 2012: 32). Tehnetherefore already inorporated a notion of pratial knowledge, so the addition of logos added aseond order knowledge about knowledge meaning.2



proesses used in the pratial arts and engineering' (Nye, 2006:12) while tehniquewas used to desribe the knowledge assoiated with the industrial arts.4 Tehnologybegan to displae tehnis about 100 years ago as writers in the United States suh asThorsten Veblen hampioned the term. By the middle of the twentieth entury thismeaning had reahed popular usage, and tehnology displaed tehnis as the termfor omplex systems of industrial produts, devies, proesses, skills, networks of pro-dution, transportation and ommuniation and the knowledge required to make anduse them (Mitham and Shatzberg, 2010: 39; Nye, 2006:15).3 Tehnology is not Applied SieneThe third empirial feature is that tehnology is not applied siene. The problemwith treating tehnology as applied siene is that there are plenty of instanes wheretehnology appeared before the siene that explains it. The Wright brothers were�ying before aerodynamis was developed and steam engines were in widespread oper-ation before thermodynamis. Tehnology an appear before siene beause sienti�understanding is not needed to develop tehnology. After all, it is possible to knowhow to produe an e�et without knowing how an e�et is produed.5 For mostof history tehnologies were developed without any inputs from institutionalised orprofessionalised siene, and the notion that tehnology is applied siene was onlyemerged in the late 19th and early 20th entury when it was deliberately propagatedby engineers as they sought to professionalise and appropriate some of the prestige ofthe sienti� ommunity for themselves (Kline, 1995; Layton, 1979; 1971).Rather than tehnology being applied siene, siene and tehnology are moreusefully understood as distint bodies of knowledge, pratie, material things andinstitutions that interat with one another, but are often independent (de Solla Prie,1965).6 Their interations are omplex with new tehnologies providing siene withtools for investigation and the development of tehnology often providing sienewith problems to solve. Radio astronomy and modern oeanography are examplesof sienes that emerged diretly from an advane in tehnology (radio telesopes)or have been fundamentally transformed by one (military sonar) (Rosenberg, 1994).Solid-state physis, on the other hand, emerged after the onstrution of the transistorand its expansion was driven by the need to explain phenomena emerging in industrialappliations (ibid). Hene siene often operates just behind the tehnologial frontier,with basi researh in post-War UK, Germany and Japan lagging, rather than leading,relative performane in tehnial hange (Pavitt, 1999, p. 235).This re�ets siene and tehnology having di�erent purposes, with siene (andaademi researh) aiming to produe models and theories that explain nature (andsometimes allow preditions of its behaviour), while tehnology is developed to gener-ate useful artefats. Tehnologies need to funtion reliably, for a wide range of usersin the messy, dynami omplexity of the outside world (Pavitt, 1987; Rosenberg andSteinmeuller, 2013). As a result, engineers, as professionals held legally responsiblefor ensuring produts are `�t for use', require a broad understanding of how theirproduts will be used in their operational environment (Parnas, 1999, p. 3). Theyfous on what works reliably rather than what is new, and beause the osts of failureare typially high, they normally rely on a legal proess of areditation, based on4As late as the 1950s, when historians of tehnology were deiding what to name their professionalassoiation, there was a debate about alling the soiety the history of tehnis as the term tehnologywas so novel (Hughes, 2005:3). Lewis Mumford was still using the German term tehnis in thesubtitle of his book on The Myth of the Mahine in 1968.5For example, Xenon, an inert gas, was used as a general anaestheti in the 1950s, at a timewhen medial sientists didn't understand what onsiousness is, how it is maintained or how it isremoved, and hemists had no idea Xenon was apable of having any hemistry at all. As an inertgas it was, unsurprisingly, onsidered inert. It wasn't until 50 years later than these began to beunderstood.6Derek de Solla Prie's (1965) metaphor of two daning partners who have ome loser togetherthrough history aptures the idea niely. 3



an established and formalised body of knowledge, to ensure the quality of their work(ibid).With siene, on the other hand, the ability to explain natural phenomenon re-quires the phenomena to be analytially tratable. This typially requires a degree ofsimpli�ation to redue the number of variables and interations under onsideration(Pavitt, 1999). To fous on the phenomena of interest, experimental sientists inter-vene to reate arti�ially simpli�ed laboratory onditions that protet the phenomenathey are studying from the messy omplexity of the outside world. Unlike tehnolo-gies that are sold to the publi, sienti� experiments only need to work in puri�edenvironments, as a one-o�, largely private, and not neessarily reliable phenomenon.Sientists, unlike tehnologists, need to be up-to date with the latest �ndings in their�eld and fous on what is new, (rather than what is robustly established), an be ex-tremely narrow in their speialisation and let external referees determine the qualityof their work (Layton, 1979, pp. 77�78; 1974; Parnas, 1999).4 The Tait Nature of Tehnology KnowledgeThe fourth empirial feature of tehnology is that it draws heavily on tait knowledge(Polanyi, 1966a), the olletive term for the largely unonsious, unartiulated knowl-edge that provide the basis for ations and the ontext for onsious mental states(see Nightingale, 2003 for a review). This knowledge is soially embedded in ouromplex material ultures and re�ets the skillful, reative ways people negotiate andadapt within it. The nuaned understanding that enables these soial interations isphysially embodied in the neurobiologial systems of peoples' brains and bodies, thatmay not be aessible to onsiousness, making it di�ult to artiulate and transfer.This tait bakground of predispositions and memories, reated by our interationswith our material and soial environment, provides the strutured ontext needed toonsiously understanding things. Formulating and understanding explanations, forexample, requires a framework of taken-for-granted assumptions that aren't unarti-ulated. Geologists take for granted that roks didn't ome into existene 5 minutespreviously, and do not feel the need to aknowledge this (Taylor, 2012:13).All knowledge is therefore partly tait, but tehnial knowledge has a partiularlystrong tait omponent (Polanyi, 1968). This is partly beause tehnologies are minddependent objets whose purposes re�et the subjetive aims of ators, and whoseoperation depends on impliit, unartiulated knowledge (Searle, 1999). Using a tooldepends on a sophistiated ability to oneive of alternative, ounterfatual futuresand possibilities, whih, in turn, depends on a bakground sense of time as a proessthat moves from remembered past ations to projeted future impats (Nye, 2006).The omplexity of tehnology is re�eted in the depth of this bakground knowl-edge, whih is why the term tehnial is assoiated with both 'being di�ult to un-derstand' and being 'assoiated with tehnology'. As a result, developing omplextehnologies requires tehnology-spei�, aumulated expertise,7 that takes time toaquire, an be di�ult to artiulate, is typially passed on by fae-to-fae mentoring,and is learnt through pratial, hands-on manipulation of artefats, prototypes, andmodels (Vinenti, 1990). As the next setions will show there are further reasons whytait knowledge is so important to tehnology, but disussing them requires a littletheoretial bakground.7When aeronautial engineers needed to understand the desired level of instability that pilotssought (planes that are too stable or unstable are di�ult to �y), they had to sit on pilots laps to geta sense of it, as this was more e�etive than attempting to get the pilots to artiulate it (Vinenti,1990).
4



Theory: The Nature of TehnologyThe empirial features of tehnology, that di�erentiate it from siene, re�et theirdi�erent purposes. These di�erent purposes parallel deeper di�erenes that are un-derstood in the philosophy of siene in terms of di�erenes in `Speeh At' strutures.Both siene and tehnology depend on people being able to have onsious mentalstates about the world. This aboutness relationship between mental states and theworld is referred to as intentionality. Intentional mental states an be ategorised bytheir type (i.e. fear, hope, belief, et.) and by their ontent (i.e. `it will rain') (Searle,1969). Some also have onditions of satisfation (Austin, 1975). For example, beliefsare true or false, and desires are ful�lled or not ful�lled (Searle, 1969).Conditions of satisfation an be ategorised in terms of their diretion of �t,whih an be either mind-to-world, or world-to-mind depending on the whether theintentional mental state or the world is hanged (Searle, 1969). For example, thebelief `it is raining outside' has a mind-to-world diretion of �t, beause the mind hasto math the world for the belief to be true. If it is sunny outside the belief has tohange to math the world in order to be true. On the other hand, my desire for aold drink has the alternative world-to-mind diretion of �t, beause the world has tohange to math the desire, by me atually getting a old drink, if the desire is to beful�lled (Searle, 1969).The di�erent purposes of siene and tehnology are re�eted in di�erent diretionsof �t. Simplifying again with the intention of developing a more realisti aountlater, with siene ideas and explanations are adapted to math the world, whilewith tehnology the world is modifed and adapted until it mathes an idea, typiallyexpressed in the form of a design (Searle, 1995, p. 19). Siene is assoiated with asearh for reliable knowledge about nature and sinerely expressed sienti� theories,explanations and statements are meant to be true (and math how things are inthe world). When theories, statements and explanations are false (i.e. don't mathhow things are in the world), sientists attempt to adapt them until they math theevidene.Tehnologies, on the other hand, have a di�erent purpose and are meant to gener-ate funtions. They either funtion or malfuntion depending on how their real worldbehaviour mathes our preoneived ideas about how they should behave. When wereate them, or when we repair them after they malfuntion, we hange the world tomath our ideas about their desired behaviours.This di�erene has a number of impliations. Sine only speeh ats that areadapted to math the world an be true, only sienti� statements, but never teh-nologies, are true or false (Searle, 1998).It is also why there is a di�erene between the inherently soial, subjetive andtime-dependent nature of tehnologies' imposed funtions (whih are value-laden ideasabout how tehnologies should appropriately behave), and the asoial, objetive andtimeless nature of sienti� fats (Nightingale, 2004). The truth of sienti� state-ments about the mass of an eletron depends on fats that are entirely independentof what people say or think and should therefore hold for all people, and for alltimes. While a Manolo Blahnik kitten-heel is arguably more appropriately worn byNastassja Kinski attending the Osars, than by Silvio Berlusoni addressing the Ital-ian Parliament (Nightingale, 2004). In this ase the appropriateness of a partiularpiee of footwear is dependent on how well it performs its imposed funtion whih, inturn, is based on sophistiated, value-laden understanding of the appropriateness ofit within a partiular historial, ultural soial setting (ibid). As a result, tehnialknowledge tends to have a more subjetive element and be more ontext, person andtime-dependent.Lastly, the di�erene in diretion-of-�t is why sienti� statements, like all state-ments an be about the past, while tehnologial designs, whih have the same di-retion of �t as desires are (like desires) always forward looking. You an make asienti� statement and have a theory about the begining of the universe but you an5



only design something for the future (ibid).5 Thinking about TehnologyThese distintions lead to an initial way of thinking about tehnology in terms ofarti�ial funtions, �rst as entities that generates desired outomes:De�nition 1: tehnologies are entities that produe arti�ial funtions.And seond as an outome of a future orientated problem-solving proess that re�etstehnologies desire-like speeh at struture:De�nition 2: Tehnologies are entities produed by a problem solvingproess that hanges and transforms the world so that it mathes a pre-oneived idea, or plan, or design to generate a desired arti�ial funtion.The �rst of these de�nitions might be termed an engineer's perspetive re�eing hownewly quali�ed engineers see tehnologies as things that solve the problems they areset. While the seond might be termed an innovation or tehnology managementperspetive re�eting managers' interests in improving the proess. In both ases thename is intended as an illustration rather than an identity.The entities that are generated by this proess are typially artefats, but an beintangible, like software or organisational proedures or rules. `Arti�ial' refers tothe human reated, intended nature of tehnologies and the `funtion' refers to theuses to whih we put things. Cars are for driving, drugs are for hanging biohemialproesses, and srewdrivers exist to exert torque on srews. So a heart funtionsto pump blood but isn't a tehnology beause it isn't man made, while garbage isman-made but isn't a tehnology beause it is an unintended outome rather than anintended funtion.The philosopher John Searle, whose terminology we are using here, highlights thatfuntions are observer relative and imposed rather than intrinsi features of the world(see also Meijers, 2009). Intrinsi things, like planets, mountains and moleules, existindependently of people and would exist even if there were no people around. Imposedfeatures of the world, on the other hand, only exist relative to the intentionality (i.e.the aboutness of mental states) of observers or users (Searle, 1995 pg. 6). So an objetan have properties like being made of wood and metal that are intrinsi, but is onlya srewdriver beause someone reated it as a srewdriver, uses it as a srewdriver, orregards it as a srewdriver (ibid). This property adds an epistemologially objetivefeature to the objet even if it doesn't add anything material.These ideas imply a oneption of tehnologial artefats in two parts (Searle,1995; Meijers, 2009). The �rst funtional element re�ets our understanding of howthe tehnology should behave. The seond aptures its intrinsi physial propertiesthat determine how it will behave. For example, drugs should ure diseases andumbrellas should keep you dry in the rain and their intrinsi physis will determinehow well they work.Importantly, the imposed funtion, rather than the intrinsi physis, determineswhat a tehnology is. As Searle (1995, p. 19) notes, a safety valve is still a safetyvalve with the funtion of stopping explosions, even if it malfuntions and fails todo so. Sine imposed funtions de�ne what tehnologies are, at least part of whattehnology is exists in our minds, suggesting it would be useful to move from seeingtehnology as artefats to seeing it as a omplex of artefats and knowledge.8Doing so helps explain the normative quality inherent in tehnology. Assigning afuntion positions the entity in relation to a teleologial framework, whose end results8Nathan Rosenberg, for example, understands tehnology as knowledge, but divides knowledgeinto embodied and disembodied knowledge, with embodied knowledge orresponding to tehnialartefats that are mind dependent objets, built to solve problems using spei�ally tehnologialunderstanding. 6



is positioned within a system of values that allow us to make normative judgementsabout how well tehnologies ahieve their imposed funtions. This is why we an judgea stone a better or worse paperweight (imposed funtion), but not a better or worsestone (intrinsi property) (Searle, 1995, page 15; see also Vermaas and Hourkes, 2006).Suh normative frameworks form part of the taken-for-granted, tait, bakgroundknowledge used to understand tehnology.Beause funtions aren't intrinsi, tehnologies are `multiply realisable' with manytehnial hoies available to ful�l a given funtion and many funtional uses possiblefor a partiular form. A omputer dis an funtion to store data or it an funtionto stop a hot o�ee up marking the table, or funtion to stop a table wobbling bybeing plaed under a short leg (Nightingale, 1998). An artefat's atual funtiontypially depends on an assoiated tehnique or body of pratie. This an hangeover time, allowing the same artefat to be used to generate di�erent funtions. Sinethis tehnologial knowledge typially depends on other artefats, whih in turn relyon other bodies of knowledge, tehnologies often require a wider soial and physialenvironment of omplementary devies, systems, institutions, rules and norms tooperate. Colletively these make up the tehnology's tehnologial regime. This leadsto a third way of de�ning tehnology that is often used by soiologists onernedwith how strutural features of the regime (beyond the innovation proess) in�ueneoutomes (Hopkins, 2004; Blume, 1992; van Lente, 1993):De�nition 3: Tehnologies are omprised of artefats, that generate arti�-ial funtions, tehniques and the wider institutional regime required forthem to operate.Thinking about tehnology in terms of a entral ore and gradually di�using sur-roundings highlights the di�ultly of putting a lean boundary around tehnology.This is partiularly the ase if what looks like stati soial-strutures are atually dy-nami proesses where tehnologial artefats, understanding, and their environmentso-evolve.9 Consequently, tehnial hange isn't just a one way proess of hangingthe world to math an idea, or something determined by stati soial strutures. In-stead it is generated by a distributed, often ontested, o-evolutionary proess thatinvolves inremental improvements and radially new ombinations, in whih under-standing and artefats both hange in a omplex ombination of deliberate designand unintended outomes.This suggests the previous ways of thinking about tehnology an be potentiallymisleading if an inappropriately short period of time has been aptured. Hene afourth way of de�ning tehnology, similar to historians' longer-term view of tehnialhange suh as Moykr (1990), is implied:De�nition 4: Tehnology is the outome of a distributed o-evolutionaryproess in whih funtions, knowledge, artefats and their environment,mutually adapt to eah other.To move from understanding tehnology as the outome of a proess in time, tounderstanding it in historial time, we need to dig a little deeper and go from lookingat the di�erenes of type to explore why those types di�er.Theory II: The Diretion ArgumentBeause siene and tehnology have di�erent purposes, they move between ausesand e�ets in di�erent diretions (Nightingale, 1998). As a �rst approximation, withsiene, the aim is to understand the world and the underlying laws of nature that9This oevolution allows reasonably stable on�gurations to di�use in ways that are largely au-tonomous from stati-strutural onstraints. The di�usion of dot.om mania, for example, did notour beause all of a sudden the world was struturally similar to Silion Valley.7



drive its behaviour (Barrow, 1988; Ziman, 2000). Knowing these laws enables si-entists to explain how known starting onditions (auses) will generate an unknownend result (e�et). For example, if you know the mass of a annon ball, the angleand diretion a annon is pointed in and the energy in the harge, the laws of physisallow you to make a good predition about where the annon ball will land and thetrajetory it will follow through the air.With tehnology, on the other hand, and again as an initial approximation, teh-nologists are trying to ahieve a partiular outome, and hene know the desired endresult, or e�et, they are looking for (Nightingale, 1997). However, at the start ofthe design or innovation proess they do not know whih partiular on�guration ofomponents (starting onditions) will generate that desired e�et (end result). Withtehnology, the desired outome (or e�ets) are known, while the starting onditions(or auses) that will generate that end result are initially unknown. For siene it isthe other way around - auses (starting onditions) are known and used to preditand understand unknown e�ets (end results).

6 Generating Unknown End Results with Sienti�ExplanationsStritly speaking, the abilty of sienti� knowledge to generate unknown end resultsfrom known starting onditions only ours for a small subset of situations. Evenwhen sienti� knowledge omes in the form of laws, their ability to predit may beseverly onstrained. They are most suessful when they take the form of di�erentialequations, whih are algorithms for de�ning future states of the world from presentonditions (Barrow, 1988:279). The algorithmi struture inorporates the symmetryonditions (or onstant relations, or invarienes) that de�ne the law of nature.10 Topredit outomes the algorithm also needs a starting state or initial ondition, andvarious onstants of nature. If the symmetry onditions hold strongly, the initialstarting state is preisely de�ned, nothing external interferes, and errors propagate ina linear way, then the behaviour predited by the di�erential equation should maththe behaviour in the real-world reasonably well. Unfortunately, outside of preiselyontrol experimental settings that have been spei�ally designed to reate arti�ialonditions where external in�uenes don't interfere, this rarely holds (Dupre, 2001;Cartwright, 1983). Even in experiments deviations our beause of (1) symmetrybreaking between the laws of nature and their outomes, and (2) non-linear errorgrowth (Barrow, 1988; Nightingale, 1998).10We do not observe these laws of nature diretly, but instead observe their outomes and abstratbak to the laws of nature. For example we observe a ball falling bak to earth and abstrat the lawsof gravity from that behaviour. 8



In general the symmetries of the laws of nature are onserved between the law andits outome. Sometimes however, this onserved symmetry may be unstable (Ruelle,1991, p. 40). For example, a series of laws of nature may end up generating a penilperfetly balaned on its point, onserving the symmetry between the laws of natureand its outome. But this symmetry between the end result and the underlying lawsof nature are unstable as any deviation, down to quantum �utuations, will ause thepenil to fall, breaking the symmetry between the laws and their outomes (Barrow,1988, p. 210, Barrow, 1995, p. 50). Sine the original laws of nature do not ontainany information about the diretion in whih the penil fell they annot predit it(Barrow, 1988).This symmetry breaking is a fundamental feature of the universe and is how thesimple laws of physis an interat to produe suh a omplex universe full of emergentproperties that are qualitatively di�erent from the underlying laws of nature (Barrow,1998; 1995). This omplexity is onsistent with the laws of nature but annot beredued to them as extra historial information about symmetry breaking is neededto fully desribe and explain it. Hene, predition requires not just starting onditionsbut also (empirial) historial information.The problems of predition are made worse by non-linear error growth, that ourswhen small errors in initial onditions lead to larger errors later on, the so alledButter�y e�et (Stewart, 1989; Ruelle, 1991). For example if one was simulating `theLaplaian billiard ball universe' every time a ball impated with another the di�erenein angle between the real world and the simulations would double. So after only tenimpats it would be impossible to say where on the table the ball would be, even if theentres initially di�ered by only a miron per seond (Ruelle, 1991 p. 42). Symmetrybreaking and non-linear error growth mean that very similar starting onditions, andin some instanes the same starting onditions, an lead to very di�erent outomes.This an severely limit the preditive power of sienti� theories and allows ommon-plae, miro-level unpreditability to in�uene maro-level outomes (Nightingale,1998).Together symmetry breaking and non-linear error growth imply that 'theory is aweak guide to pratie' when generating and testing tehnology (Pavitt, 1999). Whilethe ex post performane of a tehnology will be onsistent with the laws of nature, exante sienti� theories will be insu�ient to predit the behaviour of omplex arte-fats. Modern tehnologies involve too many interating omponents, materials, andperformane onstraints to make them analytially tratable (Pavitt, 1999). Tehnialhange therefore largely involves the empirial disovery of �grubby and pedestrian�fats. It is not onerned 'with the general and universal, but with the spei�s andpartiular' details that an have a major in�uene on outomes (Rosenberg, 1976 p.78; Rosenberg and Steinmeuller, 2013). The problems aused by a missing omma ina piee of software ontrolling a nulear power plant, for example, illustrate how smallinitial errors an lead to large di�erenes in outomes beause of symmetry breaking,and hene why tehnologists are interested in details rather than generalities.7 Generating Unknown Starting Conditions with Op-erational PriniplesAs the previous setion highlights, siene an't neessarily diretly provide the an-swer to the questions that tehnologists are interested in (ibid) - namely, what setof intially unknown starting onditions will generate a known desired outome? Thisis beause there is no unique sienti� answer to that question: a wide range of de-signs (starting onditions) an generate a desired outome. Choosing between theminvolves subjetive judgements. Furthermore beause tehnologial funtions are im-posed rather than intrinsi, they do not imply anything muh about how they anbe generated (i.e. whih set of starting onditions will generate the desired funtion)(Polanyi, 1968; 1966b; Vinenti, 1990). Sine there isn't a one-to-one relatinship be-9



tween outomes and starting onditions, and symmetry breaking means laws of naturean't be 'reversed' to �nd solutions to tehnial problems, siene an't provide theanswer. Instead, tehnology is produed by making value infused hoies about theoperational priniples that de�ne the basi way in whih the tehnology works.Operational priniples have the form `phenomena x an be generated using y 'and provide an unertain suggestion about whih set of starting onditions mightgenerate the desired end results.11 For example, Sir George Cayley (1809) de�nedthe operational priniple of �xed wing airraft as making 'a surfae support a givenweight by the appliation of power to the resistane of air'. Operational priniples areto engineers what theories are to sientists, but they `originate outside the body ofsienti� knowledge and ome into being to serve some innately tehnologial purpose'(Vinenti 1990, 209). They are typially hosen by extrapolating previously suessfulexamples, based on the assumption that `similar problems will have similar solutions'and experiene of what ounts as similarity in that partiular ontext (Nightingale,1998).The appliation of an operational priniple of the form `behaviour x an be pro-dued by y' immediately generates a new, more spei�, sub-problem about how toprodue the y that generates the desired behaviour x (See Nightingale, 2000a & b).This sub-problem (how to generate y) an be solved by a new operational prini-ple, whih in turn generates a new sub-problem to solve. As a result, the repeatedappliation of operational priniples generates a hierarhy of inreasingly spei�, in-terating problems and proposed solutions through a proess of what engineers all'funtional deomposition'. The resulting inter-related problem solving tasks will bestrutured in the order whih they an be ompleted beause the outputs to someproblem solving tasks will be inputs to others (i.e. z will have to be produed beforey, and y before x et). The tehnial term for a series of problem-solving tasks thatare strutured in time and generate a tehnology is an innovation proess (ibid).The hoie of operational priniples at the top of the hierarhy, at the level ofprojet de�nition and oneptual design, re�et soial hoies and value judgementsabout how to best proeed, strutured by a shared, but often ontested, normative sys-tem of values (Vinenti, 1990). Tehnologial infrastruture, for example, typiallyembodies non-market publi values about issues suh as universal aess et, withtehnologies reahing out to all itizens equally (Constant, 1984). Further down thehierarhy, problem-solving is less politial and is largely redued to addressing teh-nial problems de�ned by previous deisions made higher up the hierarhy (Vinenti,1990). Similarly, radial innovations involve new and often very di�erent operationalpriniples at the top of the hierarhy that have major disrupting e�ets that rede�nelarge parts of the hierarhy and require new solutions. Inremental hanges, on theother hand, are generally lower down the hierarhy and are less disruptive (Constant,1980; 2002; Vinenti, 1990).8 Tait Knowledge and Inferring Operational Prin-iplesThe abilty of tehnologists to use operational priniples to generate outomes onsis-tent with, but not implied by, or reduible to, sienti� laws of nature, raises questionsabout how they do it. To answer this we need to move away from seeing tait tehnialknowledge as a stati bakground of dispositions that gives meaning to pereptions,and instead see it as an ative dynami proess by whih tehnologies' funtions arereatively inferred.Mihael Polanyi is normally understood to have suggested tehnology draws ontait knowledge beause all knowledge draws on on bakground knowledge. While thismay be true, it is a misleading aount of his ideas. Polanyi was instead proposing11Their original de�nition from Polanyi was how a tehnology's parts �ful�l their speial funtionin ombining to an overall operation whih ahieves the purpose of the� tehnology (1958, p. 328)10



a more fundamental reason for the importane of tait knowledge. Polanyi was ahemist, and hemistry is a siene that explores how on�gurations of atoms generatenovel emergent properties in the �nal moleules that typially annot be redued to theproperties of the omponent atoms. For example, you annot explain why Gold (themetal) is gold (the olour) or why merury is a liquid only using quantum mehanis(Serri and MIntyre, 1997) even though all these phenomena are onsistent withquantum mehanis.Chemists' ability to understand phenomena that an't be redued to physis, isan example of a more general apability to understand emergent properties. Polanyiexplains this by making a distintion between being foally aware of something, whereit is the fous of our attention and being subsidiarily aware of something, where weare onsious of it, but not paying attention to it. Polanyi uses an example of thenew stereo-image formed by looking at two stereosopi photographs with di�erenteyes, to show how we beome foally aware of this stereo-image by being subsidiarilyaware of the two separate pitures. By being onsious of, but not foused on, theindividual photos, we an beome onsious of a stereoimage through a proess ofmental integration. Fousing on partiular features of our experiene brings them outof subsidiary awareness, whih isolates them from our wider tait understanding anddestroys their oherene (Polanyi, 1966a:10).12Polanyi argues we gain new understanding when repeated exposure to something(what Polanyi alls indwelling) moves our knowledge of it from onsious attentionto tait, subsidiary awareness.13 One there, the mental images held in subsidiaryawareness an be integrated, whih allows us to see the broader oherene of the sub-jet of our knowledge (Polanyi, 1969:148; 1968; See Damasio 2000 for its neurologialbasis).This is a proess of reative integration rather than a (reversible) inferene ordedution,14 whih is why fousing on words when speaking, or �nger movementswhen playing the piano, disrupts the �ow of these ations (Polanyi, 1969:144). Thisreative integration means our knowledge is more than the sum of its parts, and whileit an be desribed by rules, it annot be redued to rules, or learnt in its entiretyfrom rules (1969).As Polanyi put it: `An art that annot be spei�ed in detail annot be transmit-ted by presription, sine no presription for it exists. It an be passed on only byexample from master to apprentie. This restrits the range of di�usion to that of per-sonal ontats, and we �nd aordingly that raftsmanship tends to survive in loselyirumsribed loal settings ' (1958:52).This ability to 'know more than we an say ' allows sientists to understand emer-gent properties and allows designers reate new funtions that exploit emergent prop-erties that are not implied by, or reduible to, the laws of physis. In the exampleof the penil perfetly balaned on its point, this symmetry breaking was driven bygravity. With tehnology, on the other hand, symmetry breaking is arti�ially re-ated, by designers building up understanding and integrating it to reate a 'senseof similarity' that is imaginatively extrapolated to a ounterfatual future setting toreate something new. This is why tait knowledge is so important to innovation. Itis ative integration not just passive ontext.12Similarly, the Jaskow rabbit piture that an be seen as either a rabbit or a duk, allows us toswith between foal and subsidiary awareness at will by hoosing how we see a partiular image.13When tool-users �rst start they have to fous their attention on their tools, after a period ofpratie they develop the subsidiary awareness that allows them to use the tools with skill. Inapprentieships students follow examples until they build up the knowledge needed to understandthe ativity as a oherent whole.14It is `knowing a foal objet by attending subsidiarily to the lues that bear on it' (Polanyi,1965:799).
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9 Redesign Cyles: Exploring and Testing Opera-tional PriniplesBeause operational priniples are based on a tait sense of similarity they are in-herently fallible and unertain. They are therefore only the �rst step in a ostly andtime-onsuming proess of trial and error experimentation that is needed to gener-ate a �nal outome (see Dupre, 2001: 171-2).15 One the appliation of operationalpriniples generates a on�guration of omponents, they will need to enter a yle oftesting, redesign and modi�ation where various dead-ends are explored to disoveroperational priniples that generate the desired funtion.9.1 Moving Up, Down and Around the HierarhyAs noted previously, the development of omplex tehnologies typially involves astrategy of funtional deomposition, that redues omplexity by dividing the deliv-ery of funtions into omponents (Nelson, 1982). These omponents solve partiulardesign sub-problems and feed into the delivery of the overall funtion. Beause theoutputs of some omponents/problem solving tasks provide inputs to others, failurein the design of one omponent an have impliations for the design of other om-ponents in the system (ibid). This reates the potential for redesign feedbak loops(when design failures ause operational priniples higher up the hierarhy to hange)and in extreme ases redesign explosions, where the entire design proess has to berestarted.16Hene there an be onsiderable variane in the number of redesign yles andmovement up, down and aross the hierarhy. These additional redesign yles allontribute towards the time and ost of development projets and an at as barriersto tehnial hange. This, in turn, reates potential opportunities for �rms that anaquire the ability to redue this variane, and move from their initial design to the�nal design faster and at less ost than their rivals. For example, a �rm proposing aninitial perfet design that would passes all its tests and go straight into produtionwithout any redesign, would be more e�etive than a �rm proposing a design thatrepeatedly fails tests and sets designers o� along a failing trajetory.17A key design deision therefore relates to how innovative, and hene how far fromknown, established designs, the initial design will be. This hoie trades o� the po-tential added value of an innovative design against the inrease unertainty (and ad-ditional redesign yles involved). With systemi tehologies, design proesses an beimproved through better hoies about the arhiteture of the produt and the designproess. This often requires better understanding of the order in whih tasks needto be undertaken, to avoid sub-omponent interations that ause redesign asades.These redesign asades an be further redued through improved omuniations ando-ordination that ensures design riteria for di�erent omponents are up to date15As John Dupre (2001, p. 171) notes, a �rst approximation of the operational priniple of aninternal ombustion engines is that: `a mixture of air and petrol is exploded in a ylinder, pushing apiston down the ylinder; the ylinder is onneted to a shaft whih is rotated by the moving piston.A number of similar ylinders are onneted to this shaft, and a sequene of explosions keeps theshaft rotating ontinuously . . . But if, on the basis of this explanation, someone lined up someo�ee ans partially �lled with petrol on the kithen �oor, stuk toilet plungers in the ans, tied theends of the plungers to a broomstik, and then posted lighted mathes through the holes in the sidesof the o�ee ans, they would ertainly not have built an internal ombustion engine.'16The number of the redesign yles, and hene the time, ost and risk of a development projet,is ontingent on a) the number of omponents and problem-solving tasks, b) how inter-dependentthe sub-tasks and omponents are, ) whether the tehnology is �fragile� and requires substantiveredesign following even minor hanges, d) whether new operational priniples need to be disovered,e) whether ustomer requirements are lear and unhanging, and f) whether the external environmenthanges as the result of the introdution of the tehnology (Nightingale et al 2012).17Creating a better math between an initial and �nal design is like a ontrol problem that involvesreating a math between an imagined, desired behavior and the world (and so is subjet to inno-vations in auray, speed, reliabiliy and sope (Nightingale et al 2003)), but is more ompliatedbeause the �nal outome an be largely unknown at the start of the proess.12



and re�et modi�ations in related omponents. These managerial behaviours allompress the time and ost needed to design, test, modify and produe a produt(Nightingale et al 2013).9.2 Engineering: Moving Around Redesign Cyles on PaperOne the sope of innovation and the arhiteture of the produt and its design proessare de�ned, design and testing at the omponent level an also be improved to reduethe number of redesign yles. This an be done by higher quality, more preditabledesign that better mathes the desired funtion (through better understanding of howomponents will behave), and by faster, more aure testing, (through more e�etivelearning).18The simplest form of design would involve indutively assuming 'similar problemshave similar solutions' and proposing and testing a design without knowing whatauses its behaviour. Many European Cathedrals were built using this form of artisanprodution where design, prodution and testing are integrated. When buildings felldown, builders would start again, repeating the proess until they stayed up. Artisanprodution used passive `testing as validation' to disovers if operational prinipleswork, but beause it is atheoretial, it o�ered little guidene about what to do if thetehnology being tested failed. Under suh onditions innovation was slow and reliedon passing on the lessons of experiene in the form of taitly understanding and rulesof thumb.The shift from artisan prodution, to engineering seperated out design, whihwas now done on paper, from testing and building. This division of labour inreaseddexterity, speed and enouraged the introdution of new tehnology, suh as paper-based designs and plans that mediate between engineers' ideas and the artefats theybuild (Constant, 1980).One reason why this is important is beause engineering knowledge is very vi-sual (Ferguson, 1977). Engineers need to understand three dimensional relationships.When desinging a tehnology, its �nal performane will be generated by omplexwebs of ausal interations in whih the outputs of one proess/omponent providethe starting onditions for the next. All of these interations are potentially subjetto symmetry breaking and non-linear relationships, and so are di�ult to preditfrom sienti� theories. Beause these ausal interations typially require proximityto generate funtional outomes, artefats normally need to have a partiular shapeand be plaed in a partiular way in physial spae in relation to other devies tofuntion. So while all the positions in 3D spae will be onsistent with the laws ofphysis, only a few will generate the desired behaviour. While these an't be diretlydedued from fundamental sienti� theory they exists as fats to be disovered, thatan be understood, explored and indutively extrapolated.Visual representations allow the seletion of operational priniples to be guidedby tait understanding of tehnologies' normal on�gurations in 3D spae.19 Visualrepresentations provide an external way for tehnologies, or rather representations oftehnology that emphasise key features of interest, to be kept in subsidiary awareness.This provides foused ontext for design ativity and enables engineers to exploit whatHuthins (1995) alls 'external ognition' (see also, Henderson, 1998; Fergusson, 1977;1993).20 By allowing representations of artefats, rather than the artefats themselves,18Here the distintions between being indutively preditable based on empirial regularities, beingpreditable beause explainable and being explainable by not preditable is useful. As noted earlier,one an know how to produe an e�et without knowing how an e�et is produed.19The seletion of operational priniples during this proess is assisted by engineers' bakgroundknowledge of `normal on�gurations' that re�et �the general shape and arrangement that are om-monly agreed to best embody the operational priniple� and how the di�erent omponents will �ttogether (Vinenti, 1990, pp. 102�110). Car designers, for example, will be able to draw on aparadigm ase of a ar with four wheels, a front mounted, water-ooled, petrol-driven engine, andfour doors (ibid).20Indeed, one reason software tehnologies fail so often is beause the ausal interations theydepend on are so muh harder for engineers to visualise, put down on paper and ommuniate than13



to be analysed, tested, ompared and ommuniated they redue the risk and ost,while inreasing the speed and e�etivness, of design. Symboli representations helpdesigners artiulate operational priniples, allow o�-line analysis, improve internaland external ommuniation, and allow ideas to be publily displayed and ritiquedbefore expensive artefats have been produed.9.3 Modern Engineering - Moving Between Experimental Mod-elsThe use of paper based designs seperated out design from building and testing, anddi�erentiates artisan prodution from engineering. Modern engineering is di�erentagain beause it involves the use of models (epeially working sale models) to fur-ther seperate testing and building. This redues the osts and risks of testing andallows'systemati parameter variation' to map behaviour and potentially understandits underlying auses (Vinenti, 1990:138; Rosenberg and Steinmeuller, 2012:1139; seealso Mokyr, 2002: 68-76).21 So rather than passively testing if something works, orgathering empirial data on performane models allow ative `testing as experimen-tal intervention' (Yaqub and Nightingale, 2012; Haking, 1983) by intervening in theworld to reate something new in order to understand how and why it works.22This is valuable beause there are an in�nite number of possible explanations forany test results, suggesting learning from tests would be impossible. However, onlya �nite number of explanations are atually at hand. Tait knowledge and sienti�understanding help interpret results and selet a smaller sub-set of explanations thatare reasonable to pursue, reduing the number of dead-ends that need to be exploredbefore a useful outome is found. Experiments an redue the sub-set of explanationsfurther by reating puri�ed onditions where only a subpopulation of ompeting ex-planations' assumptions hold (e.g. onstant temperature, no light or oxygen, et.).23Tests an be done to exlude others. The results of these tests and experiments alsoprovide additional new information to inform positive hypotheses about where tolook. Models similarly allow a smaller subset of assumptions in di�erent explanationsto be foused on and explored.Learning is di�ult if the number of possible explanations is too large to seletfrom at reasonable ost, or the simpli�ed experimental onditions are too unrealistito learn from. This an be addressed by building up understanding using simpli-�ed models and then gradually relaxing simplifying assumptions to make them morerealisti (Yaqub and Nightingale, 2013). This moves testing through a series of exper-imental stepping stones from laboratory experiments to full sale working prototypes.Drug disovery, for example, uses standardised `model organisms' that trade-o� easeof learning (simpliity) against linial relevane (omplexity). Drug disovery mighttherefore move from yeast, through nematode worms, to zebra �sh, mie and monkeys,before human trials begin. In eah setting, learning is possible if the key properties ofinterest in the models are similar to those in the subjet being modelled. When theseonditions hold, models allow the extrapolation of as yet unobserved properties fromthe model to the thing being modelled beause their ommon properties share hainsof ause and e�et (provided they are not in�uened by dis-analogies) (Morgan, 2012;La-Follette and Shanks 1996:112; Ankeny, 2001).24the ausal interations found in mehanial artefats.21This was introdued to engineering in 1759 by John Smeaton (who used it in a study of theperformane of waterwheels and windmill).22Models therefore provided the basis for the development of new engineering sienes, and trans-formed the prodution of engineered systems in the late 19th entury as new testing mahinery wasdeveloped, and a new industry of testing and analysis servies was born.23Experiments involve instrumental intervention (Haking, 1983) involving varied, measured andontrolled manipulation of experimental onditions (Nelson, 2008) to isolate and test spei� meha-nisms, so the divergent impliations of ompeting explanations to be ompared (Nightingale, 2004).24To warrant expetations of unobserved properties (i.e. to justify taking the preditions of themodel to be true) relies on the model embedding a �good argument� that is valid (the premises implythe onlusions) and sound (the premises are trustworthy, i.e. major premises are onstruted from14



Under suh onditions models an be used as ognitive tools �for inquring into andreasoning with� (Morgan, 2013) or what Callon (2008) alls 'alulative prosthetis'(see also, Baird, 2004). Importantly, beause they are tools they are apable of havingmultiple funtions. Models an at as (1) ameras that apture ausal relationshipsand onnetions, and allow e�ets to be visualised and better understood (Morgan,2013); (2) ommuniation tools, that allow the representation of designs and ideas inways that allow tait understanding to be di�used around a design team (Bandura,1986). This is related to their role in (3) o-ordination where they help integratedesign ativity by ating as objets that anhor representitions of tasks and allow themto be managed. Models an be used for (4) alulating behaviour and outomes, andhene be used to explore hanges (Morgan, 2012). This allows their use in generating(5) redibility about whih future options are most realisti. Lastly, models an beintegrated into the �nal tehnology and at as (6) ontrol systems, where they are usedto o-ordinate the �nal system (Nightingale et al 2003). Models, and hene modernengineering, are only possible if the model being investigated, in a weak sense, re�etsthe reality of the tehnology that will be built. This requires material onditions to bein plae that allow siene and tehnology to oinide (in the sense of �tting togetherrather than mirroring). These onditions were not in plae for most of history, andthe next-but-one setion disusses why they emerged when they did.9.4 Tehnial Change as a Persistent ProessBefore exploring this, it is worth moting some impliation for how we think abouttehnial hange. The shift from artisan prodution to engineering and modern engi-neering seperates out the proess of tehnial hange from prodution. As a result,tehnial hange, with all its yles of proposing and testing operational priniples,an ontinue after produts are launhed and is potentially very open ended. Teh-nologies are often very primitive when they are �rst developed, and it an take a longtime to work through all the redesign yles and develop them into a ommeriallyviable form (Rosenberg, 1976). The original omputer, for example, required 15,000valves and was extremely unreliable (ibid). While produts an be launhed whenthey are better than others on the market, the proess of tehnial hange an, andnormally does, arry on, often over long periods of time. New operational priniplesare explored at various levels of the hierarhy and the produt, proess or servie isinrementally improved (with models speeding up this proess and reduing its ostsand risk).This suggests that it is misleading to think that tehnology emerges from inno-vation proesses as onrete �nished things, or even as the `outome' of a disreteproess with a �xed end point. In fat, ommerial launh is a rather arbitrary andpotentially misleading point to de�ne the shift from invention to �nished innovation,as it implies the innovative work has �nished and we now move onto di�usion (Rosen-berg, 1976). In reality, this sharp distintion between innovation and di�usion doesn'texist, and innovation ontinues as systems are made to �t together.Moreover, tehnologies an be fundamentally transformed by omplementary in-novations that hange or enhane their performane in these systems (Rosenberg,1976). Natural gas was a waste produt until innovations in high pressure pipingturned it into a highly valuable produt (ibid). These ombinations an in turn gen-erate new uses, as was seen with the laser and the ompat dis, whih in turn ansatiate non-obvious �new� needs (ibid).25This suggests it is useful to move from thinking of tehnology as a �xed thingoming out of a �xed innovation proess, to seeing it as something that extendssub-premises that have a strong foundation).25It wasn't obvious in 1950 that there was a problem for the Sony walkman to solve. Similarly,Edison's phonograph was originally intended to reord the last wishes of dying men, and there wasno early intention that it would be used for musi. Similarly, the laser, radio, TV, omputer andtelephone, all originally had fundamentally di�erent funtions than they have now (Rosenberg, 1976).15



beyond individual devies to other artefats and develops over long time frames,often distributed over many �rms and many seemingly distint innovation proesses.26Tehnologies and produts are therefore distint analytial ategories, with produtssimply apturing tehnologies at partiular points in time.This leads to a �fth more omprehensive way of de�ning tehnology that apturesthis ongoing proess of dynami modi�ations in a wider environment. This generatesa perspetive on tehnology that an be seen in researh on tehnology governanewhere the fous is on modifying proesses to diret tehnial hange (see, for example,MLeish and Nightingale 2007):De�nition 5: tehnology is all the knowledge, onepts, experimental pro-esses, tangible and intangible artefats and wider soio-tehnial systemsthat are required to reognise tehnial problems and to oneptualise,formulate, researh, develop, test, apply, di�use and maintain e�etivesolutions to those problems as they hange through time.Modern Siene and Modern IndustryThe fous on proess in de�nition 5 positions tehnology in time, but not yet inhistorial time. To do that we need to look at the ontent of the proesses by whihsiene and tehnology interat. Reall that beause theory is a weak guide to pratie,most tehnology development requires extensive experimental yles of redesign to�nd operational priniples that generate a required funtion. For most of historysienti� understanding only provided limited guidane during this proess beausesiene was too simplisti and tehnology too omplex for them to overlapmuh (Prie,1965). Over time however, they have begun to overlap more, and this interation hasprofoundly hanged both (Rosenberg, 1966). Siene now guides the development oftehnology, reduing osts (by reduing the number of redesign yles) and improvingperformane. Siene has similarly hanged with tehnology providing new sites andsubjets of investigation and importantly new tools for doing so. The inreasingoverlap between simple siene and omplex tehnology has been driven by �ve mainproesses of pariular relevane in understanding tehnology.The �rst of these is simply ongoing improvements in sienti� understanding,whih have allowed sientists to inreasingly understand more omplex tehnologialphenomena.27 The development of the engineering sienes in the early 20th enutrywas a key development. The seond proess involved new instrumentation and exper-imental equipment developed in the 19th entury, that was used to purify reagents,allowing their hemistry to be more readily analysed. These puri�ation tehnologieswere then saled up and applied to remove the ontaminants from industrial proessesthat aused their behaviour to deviate from sienti� theories that had been developedin laboratory settings, using puri�ed hemials. So rather than siene just beom-ing more omplex to math tehnology, this seond omplementary proess involvedtehnology beoming simpler, through puri�ation, to math siene.10 Models and Modern SieneThe third of these proesses ombines the other two and involves puri�ation at thetheoretial level through the introdution and appliation of intangible ognitive teh-nologies, suh as models and other abstrata, that intermediate between the linguis-ti desriptions in theories and objets of representation (Turro, 1986; Teller, 2001:398). This builds on, and mutually supports, the appliation of inreasingly omplexphysial experimental apparatus to reate arti�ial environments where sientists an26These time frames an be longer than the life of the �rms involved, suggesting it is misleadingto assoiate a partiular tehnology with a given �rm: Firms may die, but tehnologies live on.27This has often been driven by new instrumentation and experimental tehnologies.16



intervene to reate new phenomena (Haking, 1983). Models in siene, like all mod-els, are asbstrat ognitive tools (tehnologies), and as suh an at as �autonomousagents� (Morrison, 1999) operating in partial independene of theory and evidene(ibid, Turro, 1986).28Models an be de�ned as abstrat or physial objets that are regarded by theirusers as simpli�ed representations of something (Teller, 2001:397). Being a model istherefore an externally imposed funtion rather than an intrinsi property. Modelsan represent aspets of the things they are similar to beause those onrete objetshave properties and properties are parts of models (ibid, 399). The spei�s featuresof what needs to be explained or predited then provide the basis for deiding (i)what ounts as similar and (ii) what osts are assoiated with di�erent kinds of error(ibid 401-2).Models are partiularly important to siene as they at as abstrat experimentalapparatus that onstrut the arti�ially puri�ed onditions where the 'other thingsbeing equal' of eteris paribus laws of nature always hold with prefet preision andauray. Hene sienti� laws as abstrat mathematial strutures are, stritly speak-ing, true of, or rather in, models rather than the real world (Cartwright, 1983). New-ton's �rst law, for example, applies to objets that are not being ated on by anyfore. Suh objets may exist in Newton's model universe, but do not exist in thereal world.Beause sienti� theories typially apply in models, they don't mirror nature.Instead they de�ne 'a kind of natural system' that is given empirial ontent by'theoretial hypotheses' of the kind 'suh and suh a real system is a system of thetype de�ned by the theory' (Giere, 1979:69-70; 1985). These theoretial hypothesesprovide a onnetion between models and the world, and allow models to idealiseaway the problems of appliation. This allows them to ahieve generality (at theprie of perfet auray and preision), but means real world appliation requiresonsiderable tehnial skill to generate results that are good enough for the ase athand (Teller, 2001; Morgan, 2014).With modern siene, that �good enough� an be very good indeed. Models ofvarying levels of inexat auray and preision have been hugely suessful in gener-ating knowledge - 'advaned as adequate' to use Teller's term - with further support-ing models helping us to understand underlying mehanisms, and the strengths andweaknesses of the ore models in partiular ontexts (Teller, 2001). Together thesenetworks of interoneted models have suessfully generated unifying aounts of thebehaviour of a range of natural and tehnologial systems.Suh systems of interonneted models bring siene and tehnology together byinreasing the sope and depth of understanding. They provide abstrat ways formaking seemingly di�erent things similar (i.e. heat di�ussion, gravity and the prieof options). They simplifying the things being understood through a proess of e-teris paribus abstration whih inreases the omplexity of sienti� explanation byoutsouring appliation to theoretial hypotheses and pratial skill. As a result,they improve sienti� and tehnologial learning by standardisation and improvedommuniation. This in turn leads to tighter experimental yles and therefore re-dutions in the number of experimental dead-ends that are explored (through theprovision of additional hypotheses and guidelines from supporting models). More-over, they provide guides for the design of (experimental) tehnology that enable it tobehave aording to theory. For example, the design of the LEP detetor at CERNdrew on the models developed by partile physiists (Nightingale, 1997).Even the theories of knowledge used earlier, where truth orresponds diretly toreality, unmediated by models, are themselves simplifying models that simplify thereality of siene (where theory and evidene are mediated by a model) by removing28Their introdution, as mathematial models an be seen with Maxwell realisation that Kelvin'sinverse square law of heat-�ow through a material was strutured in the same way as the fore ofgravity (and today we would add the priing of options). As a result, despite physial dissimilaritiesthey share the same type of mathematial desription.17



models to leave the relationship between theory and evidene as a orrespondane.This simpli�ation provides for general appliation at the ost of auray and prei-sion, for if stritly applied it would imply all siene is false as no theories are perfetlyaurate and preise (Teller, 2001).11 The Division of Labour and Modern IndustryThe fourth way siene and tehnology an ome together is through the simpli�ationof industrial proesses that ours beause of expansions in the division of labour. Inletures in 1748 and 1751 and then in the Wealth of Nations Adam Smith (1776, 20)argued that one of the main bene�ts of the division of labour was that it separatedomplex tasks into a series of simpler tasks that were regular enough for workers and`philosophers, or men of speulation' (i.e. sientists) to understand. The idea that theomplexity of prodution tehnology had to be redued before it ould be sienti�allyunderstood and then improved by introduing mahinery, was piked up by CharlesBabbage (1832) de Toqueville (1835), Karl Marx (1906) and Veblen (1906). The latertwo used the idea to di�erentiate a radial break between traditional manufaturing,whih was a simple extension of workshop prodution where siene and tehnologyare distint, and modern industry where siene and tehnology overlap.Beause traditional manufaturing was based on tools that were manipulated byhand, the design and organisation of prodution were onstrained by the physialharateristis of the workers. With modern industry a di�erent mahine logi takesover. The expansion of overseas markets in the 18th entury inreased the division oflabour enough to separate omplex prodution tasks into a series of simpler, separatelyanalysable steps and tasks.One the division of labour had simpli�ed tasks, siene and tehnology ouldbe brought together, as these simpli�ed tasks ould be replaed by mahines. Thismade prodution preditable enough for siene to be usefully applied to analyse,monitor, ontinuously improve, reorganise, optimise and ontrol it (Rosenberg, 1966)The omplexity of the representations needed to desribe prodution proesses ouldredue as the underlying tasks beame simpler, allowing them to be analysed andused to produe muh more omplex and systemi prodution proesses (ibid).The human onstraints on prodution redued as more mahines were introdued.What had previously been groups of free standing, self ontained mahines separatedby tasks undertaken by people, were inreasingly understood and o-ordinated as sys-tems. Prodution went from being organised around people to people being organisedaround prodution. In Veblen's words the new system `ompels the adaptation of theworkman to his work, rather than the adaptation of the work to the workman' (Citedin Marx 2010).Systems' omponents an be optimised and ontrolled together, whih inreasesboth their interdependenies and performane (Nightingale, 2009). Abstrat repre-sentations of these inter-dependanies beame inorporated into ontrol systems, al-lowing new prodution eonomies of sale, sope, speed and system (Nightingale et al2003, Chandler, 1990; Beniger, 1989). These hanges mark out a shift from mahine-based industrialisation to industrialisation haraterised by soio-tehnial systems:the shift from the steam engine of the �rst industrial revolution to the railways of theseond (Chandler, 1977). In addition to free standing mahinery (steam loomotives)these systems involved (1) anillary equipment (stations, yards, viaduts, signal sys-tems), (2) apital intensive orporate business organisations, (3) speialised tehnialknowledge (engineering and telegraphy), (4) speially trained workfores, (5) insti-tutional hanges (standardized trak gauges and standardized national time zones),(6) the use of formal sienti� knowledge (Marx 2010, 568) and as Ruth Odenzeil(2006) highlights (7) a gendering of the tehnology, with work that had previouslybeen open to women, now assoiated with power, siene, rationality and ontrol, andlargely restrited to men. Moreover, (8) these hanges generated substantial improve-18



ments in tehnologial leverage and produtivity, that (9) resulted in hanges in thesoial distribution of risks and rewards, that in turn (10) resulted in hanges in howtehnologies and �rms were regulated and (11) the institutional arhitetures used tosoialise the risks of industrialisation (i.e. the New Deal, the Seond Bill of Rights).None of the words that were urrent at the time ould apture these hanges orhow the new systemi, di�used, deentralised power of these systems was helpingshift the United States from a rural, primarily agriultural nation to the urbanised,eonomi and military superpower of the next entury. A novel term �tehnology�was introdued that underwent a shift in meaning. Tehnology no longer meant asiene of the pratial arts (the �ology of tehne), beause the pratial arts were nolonger arts, based on raft. They had been transformed (by tehnology) in a way thatallowed siene to replae art and reate something fundamentally new. As Marx putit: �Modern Industry rent the veil that onealed from men their own soialproess of prodution, and that turned the various spontaneously dividedbranhes of prodution into so many riddles� not only to outsiders, buteven to the initiated. The priniple whih it pursed, of resolving eahproess into its onstituent movements, without regard to their possibleexeution by the hand of man, reated a new modern siene of tehnol-ogy. The varied, apparently unonneted, and petri�ed forms of industrialproesses now resolved themselves into so many onsious and systematiappliations of natural siene to the attainment of given useful e�ets.�(1867/1906;504, emphasis added).The vagueness of the term 'tehnology' allowed it to apture the omplex ombinationsof artefats, systems, forms of knowledge, and ativities that made up modern indus-try (Marx, 1997:981).29 This suggests a sixth historially informed way of de�ningtehnology assoiated with historians of tehnial hange (a broader subjet than thehistory of tehnology) like Nathan Rosenberg (1968), Nik von Tunzelmann (1995),or Ed Constant (1980) interested in what drives the hanging eonomi importaneof siene:De�nition 6: tehnology overs the artefats, systems, knowledge and a-tivities assoiated with the development, prodution and use of arti�ialfuntions that have been developed after the onditions were in plae forsiene and industrial prodution to onverge and prodution to movefrom mahinery to systems.12 System Leverage: Momentum and Lok inThis de�nition is valuable beause it helps highlights how siene and tehnologyhanged after they mutually adapted themselves to one another. Craft-based, people-entri prodution was replaed by rationalised, sienti�, ontinuously improving,system-fous prodution. Siene hanged as it adapted. The older distintion be-tween siene representing the fabri of reality, and siene intervening in the world toreate arti�ial experimental onditions (Haking, 1975), now starts to beome fuzzy.29As Oldenziel notes `the asendany of tehnology as a keyword in the United States neatlyparallels the emergene of Ameria as a superpower ommitted to tehnology as a the key tool fordevelopment in the rest of the world' (2006). In Europe, on the other hand, the new term `tehnology'aptured the destrutive power of the First World War where modern mass prodution, advanedmanufaturing, hemistry, logistis and ontrol where applied to the mass killing of Europeans forthe �rst time (Mitham and Shatzberg, 2009, 47). The slaughter in the trenhes was aused bysomething more than isolated artefats and was di�erent from the massares in�ited by artillery andmahine guns during the wars of olonial expansion in the late 19th entury. It was the result of theintegration of military artefats into two o-ordinated systems whih one set against one anothertook on a horrifyingly destrutive life of their own. A new term was needed for this new phenomenato apture its di�used power and moral emptiness.19



Siene is no longer 'natural siene' beause the subjet of siene is no longer exlu-sively nature. Siene is now applied to a new form of prodution that transends thelimits of people and enhanes our apaity to diret energy, reate leverage and dis-rupt previously stable systems. Categories of interest are not only de�ned by naturebut also by the extent they relate to bottleneks on systems' growth and performane,and their onsequenes, risks and impat on humans and the environment. Sienetook on a greater role supporting the new regulatory frameworks that emerged inresponses to the hanges disussed in the previous setion.Tehnology also hanged. Engineering-siene models feed diretly into systems'ontrol (Nightingale et al 2003; Hughes, 2005).30 Components oevolved together,enabling and onstraining eah other, with omponents that onstrain overall systemperformane ating as fousing devies for further tehnologial innovation (Rosen-berg, 1980).31 These systemi e�ets an ause a mass of tehnial and organizationalomponents to move in a partiular diretion and in�uene other systems, groups, andindividuals to give systems-hange momentum (Hughes 1987, p. 76, 54-5).The distributed trial-and-error experimentation involved in these hanges gener-ates umulative improvements in pratial and theoretial understanding. The dif-ferential aumulation of tehnology-spei� knowledge, in turn, reates di�erenesin the rates at whih di�erent parts of the tehnologial frontier an be developed.As a result, tehnial hange follows umulative paths or trajetories in whih theartiulation of demand and the diretion of researh are guided by expetations ofthe most fruitful ways forward (Dosi, 1982; Pavitt, 1987, 1999).32The systemi interations that emerge during this proess an lok tehnologiesinto path dependent trajetories, partiularly if hange is subjet to inreasing returnsto sale (where the more it is used the lower the osts beome), learning e�ets(where the more we use something the better we olletively perform), network e�ets(where information and physial networks beome more valuable as they grow in size)and hanging expetations as inreasing adoption redues unertainties about quality,performane and permanene in the market (Unruh, 2000). All these phenomenagenerate positive feedbak loops and strong seletion e�ets that reinfore the use ofa partiular tehnology.33As a result, while in early stages of a tehnology's development there might beonsiderable �exibility in where it will go, as tehnial spei�ations are establishedand widely adopted, and the size and omplexity of the tehnology inreases, �exi-bility is redued. Contingent in�uenes an amplify small initial advantages and settehnologial development on new paths, leading to di�erent long term outomes. Asa result, the �nal seletion of tehnology is subjet to timing, historial irumstaneand ators' behaviour rather than optimisation (David, 1985). Inferior options anbeome di�ult to displae even by seemingly superior tehnologies. The QWERTYkeyboard, VHS video and light-water nulear reators beame dominant designs eventhough superior alternatives existed (David, 1985; 1975; Cowan, 1990).30Soiologists disuss this oming together of siene and tehnology to reate something verydi�erent using the onept of tehnosiene, while this is a useful onept, it an be potentiallymisleading if it looses the di�erenes between siene and tehnology highlighted above. The existeneof akes doesn't imply that eggs and �our are the same thing.31Hene the de�nition of systems in terms of omponents, an arhieture or network onnetingthem and a ontrol funtion that guides them towards the systems overall funtion.32Beause tehnial hange is so di�ult to predit, these pereptions are strutured by sharedexpetations that guide and o-ordinate ativity and resoures during the innovation proess, andare gradually modi�ed as the tehnology is developed.33When tehnologies are �rst introdued there an be large numbers of hopeful designs, re�etingthe unertainty about how the tehnology will develop. In the 1890s, for example, there were 3200di�erent vehile designs using an internal ombustion engine in the USA, produed by 1900 �rms. Bythe 1920s a dominant design had emerged (Abernathy and Utterbak, 1978) and inreasing returnshad redued the number of �rms to a few dozen, and by 1955 the �big three� of Ford, GeneralMotors and Chrysler had 90% of the US domesti and 80% of the global automobile market (Unruh,2000, 821; Nester, 1997). As a dominant design emerges innovation shifts from produts to proessimprovements, with assoiated organisational hanges and investments in speialised, durable anduntradeable assets that redue the osts of some produers, while driving others out of the market.20



This lok-in ours with ideas as well as artefats (Starbuk, 2008). Tehnolo-gies re�et, depend on and reinfore soio-eonomi relations between people andpeople, and people and things. Ideas an mutually adapt to one another througha phenomenon alled ognitive onsonane, where attitudes, beliefs, pereption andvalues beome logially onsistent when they are simultaneously evoked (Webster andStarbuk, 1988)). This is why in organisations soial status, ompetene, ontrol andorganisational attitudes onverge (ibid).34 Tehnologies, one developed, have a per-sistene and autonomy that helps struture and reinfore these soial relationships inways that get more persistent as tehnologies get embedded in their surroundings.The ombination of systemi leverage and ognitive lok-in mean the performaneof tehnologies tends to improve when judged by the standards of the regime, whilethe standards of the regime get inreasingly de�ned by the tehnology and an be-ome inreasingly inappropriate as the wider world hanges. The systemi and, atleast partly, autonomous power of tehnology make it interesting, while they waythe diretion of tehnial hanges an get out-of-syn with desired outomes make itonerning.Disussion and ConlusionThis paper has sought to provide some insight into what tehnology is, and how itis understood. It has highlighted how tehnology is a relatively new term, that hashanged its meaning and is now applied to something that is distint from appliedsiene and involves a substantial tait element. These empirial features then fedinto a series of theoretial disussions of how siene and tehnology move betweenauses and e�ets in a di�erent diretions, have di�erent Speeh At strutures, andare reated in di�erent ways. This led to a series of de�nitions of tehnology thatwent from it being (1) arti�ial funtions, to (2) being the outome of an innovationproess that hanges the world to math an idea, to (3) artefats, tehnique and aregime, to (4) being the outome of a proess in whih all three oevolve, to (5) tohanging in a way that is widely distributed in time and spae. Lastly, tehnology wasde�ned in historial time (6) in relation to the shift from mahinery-based towardssystem-based forms of prodution, that ourred one the onditions were in plae forsiene and tehnology to overlap (see Table 1).Table 1: Di�erent Ways of Thinking about TehnologyWay of Thinking about Tehnology Exemplar user Key IssueArtefats that solve problems Engineers Takes proess as given, solves problemsOutome problem-solving proess Innovation-Managers Takes ontext as given, improves proessArtefats, tehnique & regime Soiologists Takes history as given, ounterfatual ontextCo-evolving artefats, et Historians of tehnology Explores 'Long view' of historyDistributed o-evolution Teh-Governane Systemi interationsAfter S&T oinide Historians of Teh-hange Qualitative di�erene btw mahines & systemsWay of looking at the world Philosophers Systems imposed frameworksEah of these di�erent views re�ets di�erent perspetives, di�erent historialtimesales, and di�erent interests. As suh, they an be tentatively mapped ontodi�erent soial groups - engineers, historians, soiologists and philosophers, et. Giventhe prodution of modern tehnology is distributed, this suggests there is potentialfor on�iting visions.This is important beause bringing siene and tehnology together has enhanedthe speed and power of tehnial hange. Previously it involved unguided muddling-34This auses ativities, interation and sentiments to reinfore eah other, so that people resem-ble their neighbours and organisations develop distintive norms & beliefs, making soial systemsresistant to hange (Webster and Starbuk, 1988).21



through, while now it an be guided by siene to signi�antly redue the number of re-design yles that need to be explored to �nd suitable operational priniples. Changesin the tehnologies that underpin the proess of tehnial hange have opened up newtehnologial opportunities. This, unsurprisingly, has made sienti� understandingvery valuable and hanged siene in the proess.While the the appliation of siene has inreased the internal preditability oftehnology, it has also enhaned the power of tehnology whih has, other thingsbeing equal, dereased our ability to understand and ontrol its external impats,preisely beause they are now so muh more extensive. Modern tehnologies havethe power to generate more output (e�ets) with fewer inputs (auses) by diretingenergy and hanging the struture of systems (inluding systems of omplex abstratthought). This has expanded the intended and unintended impat of tehnology intime and spae, whih has deloalised and often fundamentally hanged the soial dis-tribution of the risks and rewards of tehnial hange (Nightingale et al 2003). Oneway historians understand modernity is as the period where these risks were man-aged by nation states (Shott, 2009) with the more reent period as one where theytransend the boundaries and apabilities of individual states (Bek, 1992). Beausemodern tehnology an be both destrutive and onstrutive, the omplex relation-ship tehnology has to our tait bakground knowledge is onerning as it has thepotential to generate two pathologies in our understanding of what tehnology is.12.0.1 Tehnologies as GadgetsFirstly, the tait nature of at least some of our knowledge of tehnology inreasesthe risk that we fundamentally misunderstand what tehnologies are. Spei�ally, werun the danger of attributing the funtional properties of the artefat to its intrinsiphysis. This way of thinking of tehnologies as �gadgets� misses the ognitive ele-ment, the imposed nature of tehnologial funtions, the tait knowledge needed todevelop and operate a tehnology, and the dependene of tehnologies on wider on-netions to omplementary devies, institutions and forms of knowledge. It reatesa phantom objetivity that redues the tehnology to an autonomous artefat, in aseemingly �sienti�� way.While this sienti� appearane is enhaned by the tehnial nature of tehnialhange, it is entirely bogus. It renders artefats' dependene on an external envi-ronment and its assoiated soial relations between people invisible. The ability ofbiotehnology to generate drugs, let alone hange soiety, is not a natural, sienti�onsequene of the intrinsi biophysis of geneti material unfolding through time,any more than the height of an ironing board is a re�etion of the physis of its ma-terial omponents. Unfortunately, the tehnologists and sientists most exposed to apartiular tehnology, maybe the ones most likely to have built up the tait knowledgethat makes its dependene on its external regime di�ult to see. Hene it an seemnatural for them to frame tehnologial questions in a seemingly 'sienti�' way thatre�ets their positions and perspetives rather than anything natural. For example,the debate on genetially modi�ed foods is framed in terms of risks and the publi'sirrational rejetion of a seemingly safe produt, when the real reason the produtswere rejeted by onsumers was they ouldn't see any bene�ts.35This pathology is a partiular problem with new tehnologies. Beause the fu-ture impat and value of early stage tehnology is unertain, tehnologies are initiallypromissory and only exist in the minds of their promoters. Sine they don't exist yetbeyond proof of priniple examples, suh early stage tehnologies are typially un-derstood by tait analogy to similar tehnologies. By de�nition these are suessfuland therefore atypial, given the high failure rate of early stage tehnologies (Stir-35Similarly, limate hange poliy is framed as a sienti� question about the likelihood of apartiular rise in temperature, when the unertainties and ambiguities about outomes are so largeas to probably make this an impossible question to answer, while the real issue about what to doabout it, is overlooked. 22



ling, 2013). Tehnologies' dependene on tait knowledge an reate a false sense ofertainty about outomes and their likelihood, whih overemphasise potential bene-�ts and diverts attention away from how they emerge, what alternative options areavailable, and the opportunity osts involved (Stirling, 2013). Needless to say theinherent unertainty and need for shared expetations to guide future ativity o�ersplenty of opportunities for over-on�dent snake-oil salesmen and harlatans to hypethe revolutionary potential of gadgets (see Wynne, 1992 for a useful disussion oftehnial unertainty).12.0.2 Tehnology as a way of seeing the worldSeondly, the tait nature of tehnologial knowledge an lead to a pathology where wemistakenly take a partiular way of looking at the world as natural. When developingtehnology we look at our subjet in instrumental terms as something to hange,reorganise and modify to generate bene�ts. If this beomes seond nature, we anmistakenly think it is natural. So while seeing tehnology as gadgets mistakenlyassigns the properties of tehnology to artefats, here they are mistakenly assigned tothe world. Again this misses all the messy tinkering that is needed to get tehnologiesto funtion, and again it an be subjet to a bogus sense of being �sienti��. Whileits self image is one of bravely seeing through the messy omplexity of the worldto an underlying sienti� reality just waiting to be improved, it instead imposes aframework of ontrollable mehanisms on top of a reality that doesn't neessarilymath it.36Suh a view of the world is often proposed to re�et sienti� rationality or an en-gineering viewpoint, but is deeply unsienti� and the anti-thesis of good engineeringdesign, whih eliits users' normative framings of requirements and omes up withreative solutions that address them.This way of looking at the world, by ontrast, generates a distored view of our-selves, our motives and the world. To see the world as a thing 'out there' to bemanipulated, we have to think about ourselves as free and rational to the extent ouridentity is no longer de�ned by anything external (Taylor, 1995). Seondly, this way ofseeing the world an be applied to the normative ends that motiviated its appliationin the �rst plae, allowing them to be seen in instrumental terms.37 Thirdly, seeingthe unpreditable world as a preditable tehnologial mehanism projets onto it alean, redutionist, ontrollable ausality in whih omplex entities are determinedand explanable by their omponent parts. This is sienti�ally naive (Dupre, 1993).Hene, soiety is explained by individuals, all the way down to moleules, atomsand �nally subatomi partiles (Dupre, 2001).38 Sott's Seeing like a State apturesthe onsequenes of these distortions: imposing a framework of predition on un-preditable nature means that plans do not math reality, normative onstraints onbehaviour are then over-riden for instrumental reasons by people who see themselves36As more of our experienes are strutured by tehnology and made to behave in ways that arepreditable enough to be ontrolled, preditabily beomes seond nature and we an mistakely thinkit is natural, thereby overlooking all the invisible infrastruture needed to make tehnologial systemswork reliably (Nightingale, 2004). This view is ampli�ed by the mistaken belief that deterministilaws of nature that apply in simpli�ed sienti� models apply diretly to the real world, outside thearti�ial onditions of experimental apparatus that has been deliberately reated to repliate theunnatural onditions in the model world.37Conservative philosphers, from Burke onwards, have now been joined by Green philosphers inhighlighting that this reates a inbuilt tendeny for this pathologial style of thinking to run awaywith itself and 'devour its own hildren'. The tendeny to see the prie of everything and the valueof nothing, an end up with normative frameworks that an justify anything as a seeminly logialonsequene of initialy desired end.38As we have seen, symmetry breaking means that this redutionist vision is misleading. Thehistory of 20th entury siene has been to show how this supposedly 'sienti�' worldview is false(Dupre, 1993; 2001). Unfortunately, the bogus sienti� redentials of this way of looking at soietyhelp justify a range of theories, that are often poor at desribing the world, but useful for formulatingoperational priniples for poliy, even if the resulting poliies have implementation problems beauseof the mismathes between the world and the frameworks highlighted earlier.23



as morally empowered to fore the population to adapt to their mistaken plans.39Importantly, this way of looking at the world ends up hiding tehnology.40 The hi-erarhial, mehanisti view of nature has little room for mind-dependent tehnology.Traditional post-Quinean philosophy, for example, adopted its mehanial frameworkand typially de�nes something as real if it an be analysed by the natural sienesand redued to the partiles studied by physiists. Sine tehnologies are human-dependent objets, they do not live up to this (rather demanding) riteria for beingreal, whih has made tehnology largely invisible in philosophy and the soial sienes(Meijers, 2009). So, while there are 46,240 entries for siene in the Philosopher's In-dex (1940-2009), there are only 1,250 for tehnology (ibid). Moreover, despite thesigni�ant overlaps between siene and tehnology, there is not a single entry fortehnology, artefat, engineering or design in the 2000 pages of two reent handbooksof the philosophy of siene (Meijers, 2009, 1).41This suggests a �nal way of thinking about tehnology linked to these two patholo-gies: De�nition 7: Tehnology is a way of seeing the world in instrumental ends-means terms, that projets a bogus sienti� objetivity, hides the powerof tehnology, and mistakenly presents things as natural when they arenot.This view of tehnology, found among a subset of Continental philosophers and soialritis, often leads to a very negative ritique of 'tehnology', as ironially it adoptsthe same top down, redutionist perspetive as the thing it is attempting to ritique.42This does apture something important, that is re�eted in our inreased septiismtowards tehnology ompared to the publi of the 1950s. However, it misses howtehnologies an address real problems beause it sees bene�ts (i.e. of drugs relievingsu�ering) as 'really' the expression of Power (with a apital p). This isn't a ritique oftehnology as they understand it, but an expression of its power. If the tait natureof tehnology helps reate and maintain a redutionist, mehanisti perspetive thatmakes the world seem �t for tehnial hange, but hides the power of tehnology inthe proess (even among people whose job it is to see it), we have ome full irle.It implies the `of' in the `soiology of tehnology' or the `eonomis of tehnology' orthe 'philosphy of tehnology' an re�et the subjet matter of the respetive body ofanalysis, or it an re�et the subjet is in an ownership relationship and operate likethe `of' in `the slave of the master'.12.0.3 Final ThoughtsThese two pathologial ways of looking at tehnology have pratial and normativeimpliations. On a pratial level, they both lead to a signi�ant under-estimation ofthe di�ulty of getting tehnology to work. By missing the 'invisible infrastruture'of tehnial hange they imply that tehnologies that work in one setting, will workin another - beause that ability is either instrini to the artefat or a feature of the39Heidegger, amongst others, saw modern tehnologial soiety in terms of the ummulative riseof a stane of dominane towards nature. Jan Patoka and Leszek Kolakowski are more subtle.40Tehnology that behaves in deterministi ways an make determinisim seem natural - almostseond nature. Haking (2001) highlights Cassier's point that determinism wasn't an idea until 1872when soiety had been made more determnisti by tehnology.41It might be worth pointing out that this tehnologial way of looking at the world frames teh-nology as applied siene.42This an happen if this view of the world turns its attention to normative arguments or laimsto truth. This generates a relativisti turn in whih truth is redued to power, whih an nulify theintentions that motivated its appliation in the �rst plae. As Wollhin highlights �The voabularyof postmodernism, with its antipathies towards essentialism, entred disourse, foundationalism,and historial narrative, has served to disable its theorists from onfronting the basi harater ofontemporary power-formations whose preise harateristis are to be: entralized yet quik toreat, essentially eonomi, founded on orporate apital, global, and best understood in terms ofdevelopments over time. The asades of `ritial theory' and their postures of revolt, and theappetite for theoretial novelty, funtion as support rather than opposition.� (2010; 567).24



world. In reality tehnology transfer isn't easy. If tehnologies ould be simply movedaround the world, or from �rm to �rm, then produtivity onvergene would be asimple proess. Instead, we �nd its very hard, and in some instanes we �nd thatintroduing new tehnology an be atively disruptive.They also overlook normative issues related to tehnology. The inreasing impatof tehnology means there are legitimate publi poliy onerns about tehnology,partiularly 'revolutionary' tehnologies promoted by snakeoil salesmen. For example,the publi has an interest in emerging tehnologies funded by the publi; tehnologiesthat have the potential to reate signi�ant bene�ts or harms through intended use orunintended mis-use at sales that do not allow individuals to opt out; in tehnologiesthat a�et the onditions of ommon life and lose down individuals' future optionsin ways that onstrain their freedom and future �ourishing; and in tehnologies thatrelate to living things and arry partiular religious or ethial interest (Nu�eld, 2013;Stirling, 2013).Misunderstanding tehnology as �gadgets�, whose soially bene�ial funtions nat-urally unfold, ignores how new tehnologies an hange the soial distribution of risksand rewards and generate profound and irreversible hanges in ommerial, soialand physial environments. These hanges di�erent people in di�erent ways, reatingambiguity about their value and making tehnology assessment an inherently polit-ial proess (Stirling, 2013). The pervasive in�uene of these pathologies reates anoveremphasis on tehnial solutions to soial problems and leads to naïve in�atedexpetations about tehnology, often buttressed by on distorted popular visions andunrealisti laims to sienti� ertainty, that overlook the inherent unpreditability oftehnial hange (ibid).43At the same time, the large sienti� infrastruture that has developed to in-vestigate the soial, statistial and temporal distribution of the risks generated bytehnologial systems, is not ounter-balaned by independent analysis of the likelydistribution of bene�ts. This makes informed publi debate, and e�etive strategideision making more di�ult than it need be. Perieved problems with the preau-tionary priniple might therefore re�et problems with the institutional settings inwhih it operates rather than with the wisdom of taking unertainty seriously.Hopefully this paper has laid out a series of useful ways of thinking about teh-nology that an guard against this. It hasn't ome up with a single de�nition ororret way of thinking about tehnology, beause tehnology isn't the sort of thingthat has a single de�nition. In fat, thinking a single de�nition exists re�ets animpliit aeptane of a way of understanding the world de�ned by tehnology in thesense explored here i.e., where we are apart from the world and our knowledge ofthat world onsists of representations of things that exist as lean ut ategories in aredutionist, mehanial universe (Lako�, 1987; Taylor, 1995). The fat we an't de-�ne tehnology so neatly (Lako�, 1987), and the fat funtions are imposed, so thatour intentional understanding is part of tehnology, highlights how misleading thisview is. Understanding that there are di�erent views will hopefully allow us to seethe problems with this way of thinking and so understand tehnology a little better.This is important beause by seeing in ourselves how tehnology an in�uene howpeople see tehnology, we an see for ourselves how it an distort our own thinkingand ations. Hopefully, we will then at in a more informed way, as judged by others,in in�uening how tehnology is designed, built and used.13 BibliographyAbernathy, W., Utterbak, J., 1978. Patterns of industrial innovation. TehnologyReview 80, 3-9.43Seeing tehnology as applied siene similarly overlooks the dependene of tehnology on pro-jeted normative frameworks and the extent to whih tehnial hange has a diretion as well as arate (Stirling, 2013). People who disagree about the diretion of tehnial hane an then be framedas irrational, anti-siene Luddites (ibid; Nightingale, 2013).25
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